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Radiation oncology is a cornerstone of cancer therapy offering
highly personalized, non-invasive and cost-effective care for
50-60% of all diagnosed cancer patients. With an estimated
1.4 million Americans diagnosed with cancer in 2008 alone, and
malignancies claiming over half a million lives, access to radiation
therapy is essential for ensuring high quality cancer care.

Radiation therapy (RT) provides safe and effective treatment for an increasingly wide
range of cancers. By delivering targeted radiation directly to cancerous tissue, RT causes
the malignant cells to either stop growing or to die, while simultaneously minimizing radiation
exposure to surrounding healthy tissue. As one Swedish study, concluded, “there is
nothing…to suggest that other methods for treating cancer can replace radiotherapy in the
foreseeable future.”

During the past several years, researchers have developed highly targeted and
customizable radiation planning and delivery tools. These advances in radiation oncology
are translating directly into better clinical outcomes, as well as greater safety and
convenience for patients such as fewer treatment-related side effects or complications,
shorter and more convenient courses of therapy. Generally a non-invasive therapy, RT is
often performed in the outpatient setting, which minimizes disruption of daily activities for
many of the estimated 643,000 cancer patients who receive radiation treatments each year.

Based on evidence from a large and ever-expanding body of scientific and medical
literature, RT has become integral to medical guidelines and best practices as a standard of
care for most types of cancer including breast, prostate, lung, head and neck, rectal, and
central nervous system tumors. In some cases, radiation treatments are used instead of
surgery. Alternatively, they may be used pre-operatively to shrink a tumor and provide for
less invasive, safer and more effective surgery or used post-operatively to prevent disease
progression or spread after surgery. This paper uses published research to illustrate the
critical role that radiation medicine plays in all of these treatment scenarios.



The following examples illustrate the value RT offers:

PROSTATE CANCER

A recent New England Journal of Medicine study found RT to be as effective in the treatment of

early stage prostate cancer as more invasive procedures such as prostatectomy. High-dose

external beam RT and prostatectomy both demonstrated an 81% 5-year disease-free survival rate;

however, due to its noninvasive nature, RT enabled patients to avoid suffering such surgical

complications as blood loss and infection. RT patients were also far less likely to experience

common treatment-related side effects such as incontinence and impotence.

BREAST CANCER

A recent study published in Lancet found that in women who recently underwent mastectomy, the

5-year risk of local breast cancer recurrence was only 6% for women with RT, compared to 23% for

those without. RT provides a similar advantage in women who undergo breast conserving surgeries

or lumpectomies.

LUNG CANCER

While surgery is the current standard of care for treating early-stage lung cancer, RT is an important

alternative for patients who are not good candidates for surgery, and RT shows promise of

becoming the standard of care for all early-stage patients in the future. In a recent U.S. study,

researchers found that the utilization of RT achieved significant tumor control (88% at three years)

and an overall survival rate of 42.7% at three years. In a study measuring the efficacy of RT as an

adjuvant and palliative therapy for patients with advanced lung cancer, RT was found to have

reduced the risk of metastases from 40.4% to 14.6%. RT also increased the median disease-free

survival time and overall survival time to such an extent that the American Society of Clinical

Oncology hailed it as a “major advance” in cancer research in 2007.

THROAT AND VOICEBOX CANCER

Radiation therapy is used for both early-stage and locally advanced disease, and is the mainstay of

curative therapy for patients with cancer of the throat or voicebox. Although for these patients

radiation is often used either before or after surgery, recent studies in the UK and at Memorial Sloan

Kettering Cancer Center found that chemoradiation treatment lead to better voice quality than was

achieved in surgical patients, and even allowed some patients to avoid surgery.
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Although radiation oncology clearly provides unique and critical benefits, there remains more to be

done to ensure that patients have equal access to and benefit from this type of care. The Cancer

Quality Alliance’s Blueprint for a Better Cancer Care System underscores the importance of making

sure that treatment is responsive to patient preferences, available when needed and provided

efficiently, and that therapeutic options and quality of care are not determined by a patient’s race or

ethnicity, age, income or any other personal characteristic.

Unfortunately, when it comes to radiation therapy, disparities do exist. A recent analysis found

that blacks had both lower rates of RT use and worse survival rates, neither of which were

explained by tumor characteristics or other patient characteristics. In reviewing colorectal cancer

treatment data, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) found evidence that older

patients were less likely to receive RT than young patients, women were less likely to receive RT

than men, and with the exception of care provided in the Veterans’ Administration system, blacks

were less likely to receive RT than whites. Patients with higher incomes and health insurance were

more likely to receive RT than the uninsured or those with lower incomes.

Similarly, the National Cancer Institute and National Comprehensive Cancer Network advocate

that all women diagnosed with breast cancer have access to timely, guideline-driven care. Despite

this recommendation and the clear benefit of RT following breast cancer surgeries, there are

disparities and shortcomings in its use. One large-scale study found that nearly half of high-risk

women did not receive RT after mastectomy, with significant variation in the use of RT by age and

geographic location. Although a variety of factors contribute to suboptimal utilization, the further

patients have to travel to obtain radiation treatments, the less likely they are to receive the care they

need. Researchers have found that the odds that a woman will receive RT after a lumpectomy

decrease by 3% for every 5-mile increase in the distance to the nearest RT facility. Distance is a

particularly significant barrier for elderly women who need RT following mastectomy.

While researchers do not yet fully understand the causes of these disparities, the fact that they

exist is a significant barrier to quality care. As the healthcare reform debate unfolds, policymakers

have an opportunity to address these inequities and to ensure that high-quality cancer care,

including RT, is delivered to all patients in need according to best practice guidelines.

“...the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
(AHRQ) found evidence that older patients were less likely to
receive RT than young patients, women were less likely to
receive RT than men, and with the exception of care
provided in the Veterans’ Administration system, blacks

were less likely to receive RT than whites.”
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Introduction
In 2008, an estimated 1.4 million Americans were diagnosed with some form of cancer.1

Malignancies are currently the second leading cause of death in the U.S., accounting for one in

every four deaths annually and claiming an estimated 560,000 lives in 2008.2

Although cancer is inarguably one of the most common, deadly and costly conditions that we

face as a nation, recent news is encouraging. The latest Annual Report to the Nation on the Status

of Cancer examined trends from 1975-2005 and reported a decrease in both cancer incidence and

mortality for the first time ever.3 The chief medical officer of the American Cancer Society described

the decreasing death rate as “evidence once again of real progress made against cancer, reflecting

real gains in prevention, early detection and treatment.”4

Advancing the Quality of Cancer Care
Continued gains in treatment, of course, depend on not only incorporating the best knowledge and

technologies into clinical practice, but also ensuring that patients have adequate access to timely,

safe and effective treatment. The Cancer Quality Alliance (a national organization promoting

strategic improvements in quality of care) clearly recognized this, and defined its 2008 Blueprint for

a Better Cancer Care System, using the six aims that the Institute of Medicine specified to guide

quality improvement in the U.S. health care system overall.5 (Table 1) Interestingly, four of the six

aims address various dimensions of access including the importance of ensuring that treatment is

responsive to patient preferences, available when needed, provided efficiently and that therapeutic

options and quality of care are not determined by a patient’s race or ethnicity, age, income or any

other personal characteristic.
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As demonstrated unequivocally in the medical literature, radiation therapy, including external

beam radiation, brachytherapy, stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) and stereotactic radiosurgery

(SRS), is vital to achieving every dimension of this blueprint. The quality (clinical efficacy, availability)

of radiation therapy substantially defines the quality of care of many cancer patients. Since its first

therapeutic use over 100 years ago, radiation therapy has proven to be a safe and effective

treatment for an increasingly wide range of cancers. In addition, radiation therapy offers choice and

convenience. As a generally non-invasive therapy, it is typically performed in the outpatient setting,

which minimizes disruption of usual activities for many of the estimated 643,000 cancer patients

who receive RT in any given year.6 In addition, innovations in radiation therapy continue to enhance

treatment options, allowing for care to become patient-centered; tailored by individual preferences,

needs and values, and not simply by clinical factors.

The National Cancer Institute’s budget (a key source of research funding), although remaining

flat in actual dollars, has effectively decreased by more than one-fifth from 2004-2008.7 Yet even

with limited funding, researchers have continued seeking opportunities to improve both the clinical

outcomes and the efficiency of radiation oncology. Technological advances and gains in knowledge

allow clinicians to tailor care so that patients reap the greatest possible benefit. In addition, clinical

guidelines define best practices based on existing scientific evidence and help ensure that all

physicians are equipped to provide the most appropriate care.8,9 At the same time, policymakers

face the challenge of ensuring that patients have timely access to the survival and quality of life

benefits that radiation therapy offers, while ensuring that this care is delivered efficiently and

equitably. This paper synthesizes key findings from the medical literature to put this challenge into

Table 1: Key Elements of a Quality Cancer Care System

Safe: avoiding injuries to patients from the care that is intended to help them.

Effective: providing services based on scientific knowledge to all who could benefit
and refraining from providing services to those not likely to benefit

Patient-centered: providing care that is respectful of and responsive to individual patient
preferences, needs, and values and ensuring that patient values guide
all clinical decisions.

Timely: reducing waits and the sometimes harmful delays for those who receive
and those who give care.

Efficient: avoiding waste, including waste of equipment, supplies, ideas and energy

Equitable: providing care that does not vary in quality because of personal
characteristics such as gender, ethnicity, geographic location, and
socioeconomic status

Source: Rose et al., 20085
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perspective. Current research reveals just how pivotal radiation therapy is in the fight against cancer.

The data demonstrate that radiation therapy provides invaluable curative and palliative treatment

options for a variety of malignancies, yet that:

• Real-world cancer care is not always consistent with best practices,

• Disparities exist across demographic groups and geographic areas, and

• A variety of barriers, including travel time, stand between patients and the benefits that

radiation therapy would confer.

These gaps suggest areas in which policymakers, insurers, researchers and advocacy groups can

work together to move from blueprint to reality and ensure that the proven benefits of radiation

therapy are adequately available to patients in need.

Overview of Radiation Therapy
The goal of radiation therapy is to deliver radiation directly to cancerous tissue, causing the

malignant cells to either stop growing or to die, while at the same time minimizing exposure to

surrounding healthy tissue. As a primary treatment modality, radiation therapy is used by 50%-60%

of all diagnosed cancer patients6, and is generally delivered either through external beam therapy or

brachytherapy. During the past several years, researchers have developed highly targeted and

customizable radiation planning and delivery tools. These revolutionary approaches, which include

stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) and stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS), allow clinicians to deliver

higher doses of radiation more quickly and accurately than ever before. Continued advances in

radiation oncology are improving the efficiency of care while enhancing patients’ treatment options

(e.g., greater patient convenience, shorter courses of therapy, fewer treatment-related side effects)

and clinical outcomes (e.g., longer disease-free survival) as illustrated throughout this paper.

In 1996, Swedish researchers completed the first-ever systematic and comprehensive

assessment of published studies of radiation therapy, definitively establishing the curative and

palliative role of radiation for cancer patients. A 2003 update to this work concluded that “there is

nothing in the literature to suggest that other methods for treating cancer can replace radiotherapy

in the foreseeable future.”10 This clear articulation of the unique value of radiation therapy drew global

attention, and a number of countries around the world have completed their own assessments and

established national plans to ensure that radiation therapy is available for their citizens.11,12,13,14

In oncology, radiation treatments are used in a variety of ways. Initially, radiation medicine was

seen as either an alternative to surgery or as the primary option for patients with inoperable

tumors.9 Although radiation therapy is still used in this way, it is also used with curative intent as an

adjunct to surgery, chemotherapy or both. (Table 2) For example, radiation (alone or in combination

with chemotherapy) may be used pre-operatively to shrink a tumor and provide for less invasive,

safer and more effective surgery or it can be used post-operatively to prevent disease progression
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or spread after a targeted surgery, such as a lumpectomy.15 Radiation therapy is also used for

palliative care to reduce cancer-related pain and to alleviate some of the symptoms of advanced or

metastatic disease.16 Such quality of life issues are critically important in cancer care as the Institute

of Medicine has recently noted in its report on cancer survivorship.17

In the United States, radiation therapy has been incorporated into best practice guidelines for most

types of cancer including breast, prostate, lung, head and neck, rectal, and central nervous system

tumors. These guidelines have been developed by a number of different national organizations and

medical specialty groups, such as the National Comprehensive Cancer Network and the American

Society of Clinical Oncology (a professional organization representing over 25,000 oncologists and

others who provide care for cancer patients). These guidelines are based on a wealth of evidence

published in leading medical and scientific journals.

Table 2: Curative Role of Radiation Oncology

Used Alone Prostate

Squamous/Basal Cell Skin

Head and Neck

Hodgkin Lymphoma

Non-small Cell Lung

Uterine Cervix

Various Central Nervous System Tumors

Breast

Soft Tissue Sarcomas

Prostate

Rectal and Anal

Locally-Advanced Lung

Hodgkin’s and non-Hodgkin’s Lymphomas

Seminomas*

Advanced Head and Neck

Endometrial

Bladder

Locally-Advanced Uterine Cervix

Various Pediatric Malignancies

Various Central Nervous System Tumors

*A slow-growing form of testicular cancer
Adapted from Connell, 20099

Used in Combination with
Other Therapeutic Approaches
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What Radiation Therapy Offers Under Best Practices
The following sections of this paper illustrate the type of evidence that supports these best-practice

guidelines. The research demonstrates how central radiation therapy is to achieving the blueprint for

quality cancer care by providing effective, safe, patient-centered treatment options for a wide range

of cancers. It also clearly reveals that access to these benefits is not yet always equitable and timely.

PROSTATE CANCER

Each year, 163 of every 100,000 men in the United States will be diagnosed with prostate cancer;

27 will die from this disease.18 The Clinical Practice Guidelines of the National Comprehensive

Cancer Network (NCCN) recommend three possible treatment strategies for men who have

received this diagnosis: watchful waiting to see whether and how the disease progresses, surgical

removal of the prostate (prostatectomy), or radiation therapy using external beam, brachytherapy or

both. The choice ultimately depends on several factors, including whether the cancer has spread

beyond the prostate, the patient’s risk of cancer recurrence, health status and life expectancy.

According to both the NCCN and American Cancer Society (ACS) guidelines for localized prostate

cancer, radiation therapy can be used to treat patients in any risk category.19

In a recent review of the role of external beam RT in treating localized prostate cancer, the New

England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) noted that at least one large-scale (2,991 patients) study found

similar 5-year disease-free survival (81%) for prostatectomy, high-dose external beam RT (81%),

brachytherapy (83%) and combination therapy (77%).19 As a noninvasive or minimally invasive

treatment, RT enables patients to avoid surgical complications such as blood loss and infection. It is

a viable option for patients who cannot tolerate prostatectomy because of compromised health

status or the presence of certain comorbid conditions, and it can be used even in men who have an

increased risk of the cancer spreading beyond the prostate itself (i.e., extra prostatic extension).

RT is also less likely to cause urinary incontinence, a common side effect of prostatectomy that

has a large impact on quality of life.19,20 A large multi-state study published in the Journal of the

National Cancer Institute found, for example, that 15.3% of men who had undergone

prostatectomy were incontinent five years later compared to 4.1% of those treated with RT, even

after adjusting for other factors.21 The men who did suffer from incontinence in both groups

“showed a high level of distress due to urinary dysfunction.” The 5-year follow-up results from this

study of nearly 1,200 men also found that fewer of the RT-treated patients (50.3% vs. 82.1%,

adjusted for other factors) suffered from impotence (defined specifically as the inability to achieve an

erection sufficient for intercourse).21 Although bowel problems tend to be more common in RT

patients, there is some evidence suggesting that bowel function improves in these men over time.21

Not only does the better side effect profile for RT lower the indirect costs of prostate cancer, but the

fact that RT is generally provided in an outpatient setting means that patients are also likely to miss

less time from work to accommodate treatment.22
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Brachytherapy is another important option for prostate cancer patients. With this treatment

approach, advanced ultrasound imaging allows radiation oncologists to optimize dosing and

placement of the radioactive implants, both activities in which greater accuracy translates into better

outcomes. Used in conjunction with external beam RT, brachytherapy has demonstrated 5-year

PSA-based cure rates of 96%-100% for low risk patients and 69%-97% for those at high or very

high risk; these findings are supported by a number of studies with a combined total population of

more than 5,000 men.23 Excellent ten-year results have been documented for both low- and high-

dose brachytherapy with external beam.24,25 A study at the Seattle Prostate Institute, found that this

combination RT approach provides even longer-term survival benefits. In this case, 15 years post-

treatment, the PSA-relapse-free survival ranged from 53% in the high risk group to 88% in the low

risk group, and was 74% across the full study population.26

Permanent implantation of radioactive seeds, with no other therapy, is also considered an “ideal

treatment option” for low-risk prostate patients since it offers effective cancer control, yet minimizes

the risk of sexual dysfunction and incontinence.27 One multi-institutional study of over 2,600 men

with early stage (T1-T2) prostate cancer were treated with permanent seed brachytherapy and had

8-year PSA-relapse free survival of 82%, 70%, and 48%, respectively for low-, intermediate- and

high-risk groups.28 At 8 years, the percent of men with no evidence of distance metastases ranged

from 85% among high-risk patients to 98% for those in the low-risk group.

The past five years have also seen the development of stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT)

accelerated hypofractionated treatment protocols that allow prostate cancer treatment completion

within one week.29 The Emerging Technologies Committee of the American Society for Therapeutic

Radiology and Oncology (ASTRO) concluded in its 2008 public statement that “if proven efficacious

and safe, conventional and/or accelerated hypofractionation may provide social and economic

benefits to prostate cancer patients.”30 A recent study of 41 low risk patients treated with SBRT

illustrates this potential, demonstrating a 100% response [based on assessment of prostate specific

antigen (PSA)] after an average follow-up of nearly three years. In addition, early and late side effects

were “no worse than other prostate cancer therapies.”29 Image-guidance plays a critical supporting

role in achieving the dose targeting potential of SBRT. Once proven, these new approaches

promise to greatly expand options for patients who are seeking effective, more convenient

radiation treatments.

As a noninvasive or minimally invasive treatment,
RT enables patients to avoid surgical complications

such as blood loss and infection.
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While the previous examples illustrate the clinical value of RT for patients with localized or early

stage disease, research suggests that RT also offers hope to men with advanced or recurrent

prostate cancer. RT administered after prostatectomy (adjuvant) has been shown to extend

disease-free survival time for men with pathologically advanced disease. In one study of patients

with advanced disease, the median PSA-relapse-free survival was 10.3 years for those who

received RT compared to 3.1 years for those without RT.31 The median disease-recurrence-free

survival was 13.8 years with RT and 9.9 years without. Another study of men who had undergone

prostatectomy at Johns Hopkins Hospital found that salvage RT (i.e., administered within 2 years of

PSA-relapse) conferred a 3-fold increase in prostate cancer-specific survival relative to patients who

received no salvage RT.32

BREAST CANCER

The use of RT as an adjuvant therapy for women who have undergone either mastectomy or

breast-conserving surgery (lumpectomy or BCS) has had a profound influence on survival33 so it is

not surprising that it is a defining element of gold standard breast cancer care. The evidence

supporting this therapeutic strategy is voluminous. A recent meta-analysis published in Lancet

compiled results from a number of key randomized controlled trials.34 Over the combined

experience of 8,500 women who had mastectomy, the 5-year risk of local breast cancer recurrence

was 6% with RT and 23% without. Over 15 years of follow-up, there was also a statistically

significant improvement in the breast cancer mortality rate (60.1% survival with RT, 54.7% without).

A number of large scale randomized controlled trials in Denmark and Canada were among the first

of many studies to demonstrate that post-mastectomy RT improves overall survival in women with

invasive breast cancer who are at high risk of local or regional recurrence. Evidence from these

studies led to the incorporation of RT into National Comprehensive Cancer Network’s clinical

practice guideline for treatment of women at increased risk of breast cancer recurrence.35

Breast irradiation after lumpectomy has been used for early-stage invasive breast cancer since

the 1970s, and has proven to be cost-effective and to reduce both the local recurrence rate and the

15-year risk of death.36,37 An early study with 20-year follow-up of over 2000 women with stage 1 or

stage 2 breast cancer found that lumpectomy plus adjuvant RT conferred the same survival benefit

as mastectomy, even though it is a much less invasive procedure.38 Combined study results for

7300 women with BCS showed a 5-year local recurrence rate of 7% with RT vs. 26% without, and

a 15-year breast cancer mortality risk of 30.5% with RT compared to 35.9% without.34 Analysis of

SEER data found that omitting RT after BCS for localized T1 and T2 breast cancer increased

mortality by 34%.39

BCS with adjuvant RT is the accepted gold standard of care for women with early-stage breast

cancer not only in the U.S., but around the world.40The National Comprehensive Cancer Network

and the American College of Radiology, among others, recommend whole breast irradiation
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following breast-conserving surgery as a safe and effective alternative to mastectomy for most

women with early stage disease.41,42

Although the mechanism behind these survival gains is not fully understood, local control plays

an important role. An accumulation of research has demonstrated that there is a causal link

between local control and survival.43 Randomized controlled trials have also definitively shown that

RT use is associated with better local control and increased survival in both pre- and post-

menopausal women with breast cancer.43

Advances in medical imaging are a necessary foundation for achieving the level of treatment

success available through radiation oncology. Positron emission tomography (PET) scans allow

physicians to “see” changes in metabolic functioning associated with both early-stage malignancies

and with metastatic disease. In breast cancer patients, for example, PET provides critical

information for radiation treatment planning and allows physicians to monitor response to therapy

as early as three to four weeks post-treatment and adapt treatment as needed to achieve better

outcomes.44 In a similar way, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) helps to optimize the use of

radiation treatments by providing the information necessary to select patients who are the best

candidates for partial breast irradiation. A recent Cleveland Clinic study demonstrated that in this

role, MRI is even more effective than mammography in detecting hidden lesions which would be

more effectively treated through radiation therapy other than partial irradiation.45

Despite the obvious benefits of RT, it appears that some of the potential it offers is currently left

untapped. For example, in the future, RT may significantly benefit women with ductal carcinoma in

situ (DCIS) of the breast, an area where standards of care are still evolving. A 2009 review of the

literature by the Cochrane Collaboration (a leader in evaluation and synthesis of the medical

literature) found that RT reduces disease recurrence when used as an adjuvant to BCS in patients

with DCIS.46 Overall, the risk of recurrence of either DCIS or invasive cancer in the treated breast is

reduced by 51% with RT. A 2009 New England Journal article on best practices for early breast

cancer also highlights the importance of RT for this group of patients.47

Even where the evidence and guidelines are long-standing, not all breast cancer patients who

could potentially benefit from RT are receiving it. Analysis of the SEER data for over 144,000

The National Comprehensive Cancer Network and
the American College of Radiology, among others,
recommend whole breast irradiation following breast-
conserving surgery as a safe and effective alternative to
mastectomy for most women with early stage disease.
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women who underwent surgery for early-stage breast cancer from 1983-1995 found that about 3%

had mastectomy care that fell short of guideline recommendations, and 12% of those who

underwent BCS failed to receive RT following surgery.48 In another recent study of care provided at

8 NCCN institutions, 1,620 women were retrospectively classified according to guidelines for post-

mastectomy RT (PMRT) to determine the extent to which this service is under- or over-used.49

Some 16.4% of the women who should have been treated with PMRT according to best practices

did not receive this care. Interestingly, overuse does not appear to be an issue; only 5.6% of the

women in the “recommended against” group and 38.6% of the women in the “consider PMRT”

group actually received it.

Another study used SEER data to evaluate whether care for women who have had mastectomy

for invasive breast cancer is concordant with guideline recommendations. This study found that

PMRT use increased in 1996-1997 after publication of two landmark randomized controlled trials

showing survival benefit for premenopausal women.50 After that, however, use leveled off. Between

1998 and 2002, in a population of high-risk women age 66 and older, only 53% received PMRT.

Large variations between geographic areas and age groups suggest inconsistencies in quality of care.

In the field of RT, work is ongoing to continue optimizing the safety and convenience of therapy

while maintaining or even improving effectiveness. This is illustrated by a number of advances in

breast cancer care. Randomized controlled trials have established that intensity modulated radiation

therapy (IMRT) improves targeting and dose delivery, while reducing side effects such as radiation

dermatitis.37,51,52

Studies are also underway to see how hypofractionated whole breast irradiation, accelerated

partial breast irradiation (APBI), and balloon brachytherapy can be used to shorten treatment times,

improve convenience for the patient, and lower costs.53,54 Every year the American Society of

Clinical Oncology (ASCO) reviews the literature to identify the most significant advances in cancer

that occurred during the year. For 2007, ASCO recognized the START (Standardization of Breast

Radiotherapy) trial as notable research.55 This is the largest study ever to examine the safety and

effectiveness of hypofractionated radiation in treating women with early-stage breast cancer.

Results of two multi-center studies that are part of START demonstrated that local recurrence

remained low (3.4%) even with these innovative regimens that reduce both the radiation dose,

potential radiation-related side effects, and total treatment time. With APBI, which can be delivered

using various external beam and brachytherapy techniques, treatment time may be reduced from

four to six weeks to as few as four or five days.56 Shorter courses of therapy would likely cause less

disruption to the lives of women being treated, require less time away from work and family, and

may even help more patients complete a full course of therapy.57 Based on 3-year results of balloon

brachytherapy, patient satisfaction is high with this approach.58,59
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HEAD AND NECK CANCER

The most common form of head and neck cancer is squamous cell carcinoma, which accounts for

90%-95% of all head and neck cancers.60 These include malignancies of the larynx, pharynx, oral

cavity, nasal cavities, and the sinuses, and there are an estimated half million new head and neck

cancers diagnosed around the world each year, with just under one-tenth of those occurring

in the U.S.61

A major goal and challenge in cancer care is “obtaining a high cure rate while preserving vital

structures and functions,” and this is particularly challenging in the treatment of head and neck

cancers where the anatomy is complex, and both the cancer and therapy affect the structures and

their functioning.60 Radiation therapy is used for both early-stage and locally advanced disease,

while patients with metastatic disease typically receive palliative chemotherapy. (Table 3) In

particular, RT is the mainstay curative therapy for patients with cancer of the throat or voicebox

(oropharyngeal cancer, advanced hypopharyngeal and laryngeal cancers).

RT is typically used along with surgery for patients who have locally advanced disease.62 A number

of studies have shown similar impact whether RT is used pre-operatively or post-operatively.62 As

an adjuvant therapy, RT can increase survival even among patients whose cancer has infiltrated the

lymph nodes (node positive). A SEER-based study of over 5,000 patients with node positive head

and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) found better survival over a median follow-up period

of 4.4 years when RT was used [RT: 46.3% (95% confidence interval 44.7%-48.0%) vs. surgery

only: 35.2% (95%CI 32.0%-38.5%), p<0.001].63 The RT benefit was also clear when looking at

cancer-specific survival rates [RT: 54.8% (53.2%-56.4%); surgery: 46.2% (42.4%-50.0%), p<0.05].

This survival benefit existed for all nodal stages. The multivariate statistical models run for this study

confirmed that RT was a significant determinant of the ultimate clinical outcome.

Table 3: Current Treatment of Head and Neck Cancer

Initial diagnosis Patients(%) Treatment Standard-of-Care 5-Year
Objective Treatment Survival

Rate (%)

Early stage (I/II) 33 Cure Either RT or surgery 82%

Locally advanced 52 Cure Concurrent RT and 52%
(III/IVA/IVB) chemotherapy plus

surgery if necessary

Metastatic (IVC) 10 Palliation Chemotherapy 27%

Recurrent/refractory 50 Palliation Chemotherapy 33%/>5%

Source: Gold, 200961
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RT also confers a number of advantages when used in combination with chemotherapy agents

such as cisplatin. For patients with stage III or IV HNSCC, this combination has been shown to

increase both progression-free survival time and overall survival time.62 For example, a meta-analysis

of eight recent randomized controlled trials reported overall survival gains of 6% at 5 years and

recurrence-free survival gains of 10% over the same time period for patients with locoregionally

advanced nasopharyngeal cancer who were treated with chemoradiotherapy.64 Although no survival

advantage was documented, a randomized trial found that the use of post-operative RT, along with

chemotherapy, delayed cancer recurrence/progression for patients who were undergoing salvage

surgery for a tumor recurrence.65 This benefit was deemed a major achievement in ASCO’s 2006

annual review of cancer advances.66

The combination of chemotherapy and RT is also a standard treatment option for patients with

advanced laryngeal cancer, providing similar survival to surgery while allowing for preservation of the

larynx.66,67 A small-scale study in London has demonstrated that patients with advanced laryngeal

cancer who underwent radical chemoradiation had significantly better voice preservation in the

post-treatment year compared to patients who had total laryngectomy followed by surgical voice

restoration.68 Another small-scale study at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center suggests that

chemoradiotherapy may even help some HNSCC patients avoid surgery.69 Among this group of 86

patients with advanced HNSCC, 65 achieved complete clinical response after the initial treatment.

Long-term (median follow-up of 9 years) local cancer control was 85% or better in these patients,

without the need for neck surgeries following the initial course of chemoradiation. Both studies

suggest the potential of RT to not only improve quality of life for these patients, but also to reduce

the cost of treatment by reducing the need for surgeries to either resect tumors or restore function.

The introduction of a biologically targeted therapy and the development of intensity-modulation

have significantly expanded RT’s contribution to quality of care for HNSCC patients. In 2006, the

therapeutic options for patients with locally advanced HNSCC improved dramatically when the U.S.

Food and Drug Agency approved the use of cetuximab in combination with RT, following

completion of a large multi-national clinical trial.70 In its review of cancer research published in 2006,

ASCO cited this combination of RT and cetuximab (the first biological agent approved for use in

HNSCC patients) as one of the year’s major advances.71
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The implementation of intensity-modulated RT (IMRT) and the potential to apply different

fractionation schedules in patient care contributed significantly to the clinical and quality of care

gains in HNSCC over the past decade.60 With IMRT, tiny beams of radiation are aimed at the tumor

from different angles. The intensity and angle of each beam can be adjusted hundreds of times

during each treatment session, allowing the radiation to be conformed or shaped precisely,

maximizing dose to malignant tissues and minimizing dose to surrounding normal tissues.60 Recent

studies show that IMRT is as effective as conventional RT in terms of local control while reducing

side effects related to late toxicity.60 Nasopharyngeal cancer provides an informative example of the

impact of IMRT. For patients with stage I disease, 10-year survival rates are 98%.64 The cure rate for

nasopharyngeal cancer has improved significantly since 1990 and better dosing along with IMRT

have been significant contributors to the observed survival gains.72,73

Researchers are also looking at speeding up radiation dosing through accelerated fractionation

as a way of reducing total treatment time, while possibly improving local tumor control and reducing

late side effects.60 A typical RT schedule for head and neck cancer patients would involve treatment

five days per week for seven weeks. Accelerated fractionation would not only shorten the course of

therapy, but would offer better local control since tumor cells would have less opportunity to

repopulate between sessions. In hyperfractionated schedules, two or three lower-dose fractionations

are given daily which likely reduces treatment-related side effects.60 A recent meta-analysis of results

from 15 randomized controlled trials with a combined total of more than 6,000 patients, most of

whom had stage III or stage IV tumors, found that altered fractionation did indeed increase

survival,60 suggesting that RT advances may support an even higher quality of care in the future.

For some head and neck cancer patients, a staged approach such as a targeted stereotactic

radiation boost following external beam RT or IMRT, may offer unique benefits. In a recent study, for

example, 86 patients with locally advanced nasopharyngeal carcinoma were treated with a single

fraction stereotactic boost a few weeks after a course of external beam RT.74 Five years later, 98%

of patients were free from local relapse, 83% were free from nodal relapse, and overall survival was

69%. Such work supports incorporating a multi-staged approach to complex head and neck

tumors to achieve optimal clinical outcomes while sparing normal structures and reducing

patient morbidity.

BRAIN CANCER

RT is used extensively in managing most malignant and many benign primary central nervous

system tumors.75 RT is often used postoperatively as adjuvant therapy to decrease local recurrence,

delay tumor progression and prolong survival.75 For example, RT is the mainstay of treatment for

malignant gliomas, which account for approximately 70% of the more than 22,000 malignant

primary brain tumors newly diagnosed in the U.S every year.76 Although prognosis for these

patients is dismal, adjuvant RT has played a significant role in improving local tumor control
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and extending survival from an average of 3-4 months to an average of 7-12 months.76,77Clinical

trial results published in 2005 have also demonstrated that RT with the addition of temozolomide

extended survival for patients with previously untreated glioblastoma—results that ASCO cited as a

major advance in cancer care.78,79

Glioblastoma is occurring more commonly now in the elderly, who unfortunately tend to have

poorer responses to therapy and worse prognoses than younger patients who have this fast-

growing, often fatal type of tumor.80 A recent multi-center study, however, suggests that RT can

improve outcomes even in this difficult to treat group.80 In this study, RT was associated with a

53% relative reduction in the risk of death. Median survival in the RT group was 29.1 weeks

(95% CI 25.4-34.9) compared to 16.9 (13.4-21.4) for those patients who received only supportive

therapy. This three-month increase in median survival time was accomplished with no severe side

effects and with RT patients having similar quality of life and cognitive function as the untreated

patients. ASCO pointed out that this was one of the significant advances in cancer care for 2007;

previously there were no specific treatments for glioblastoma in the elderly.55

Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS), involving the highly precise delivery of radiation beams to

cancerous tissue, is also an important tool, allowing for noninvasive treatment of a wide range of

tumors. As it has demonstrated consistent clinical safety and effectiveness, it has gained interest as

an alternative or adjuvant to surgical resection. Initially stereotactic radiosurgery was offered

primarily to patients whose age or health status precluded surgery and was originally used

exclusively for intracranial targets.81 The advancement of both tracking and imaging technology,

such as the use of intra-fraction imaging, relying upon the use of x-ray, infra-red tracking, CT or

cone-beam CT, led to the development of frameless SRS delivery techniques. Frameless SRS

extended the use of SRS principles to the treatment of extracranial targets and the development of

the fields of SBRT and SRT. These advancements have allowed for improved tissue sparing and a

shortening of overall treatment courses for patients with focal disease within the lung, spine, liver,

pancreas and prostate.

RT plays an important role in the treatment of cancer that has metastasized from other locations

to the brain. Whole brain radiotherapy (WBRT) has been the standard treatment for brain metastases

for 50 years. Although it does not extend survival for these patients, it does “prevent or delay the
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progression of neurologic deficits, restore function and decrease steroid dependency.”82,83

Comprehensive reviews of the medical literature in 2005 and most recently in 2009 show that the

addition of an SRS boost to WBRT treatment improves local tumor control as well as neurological

functioning, and may even improve survival for patients who have a single brain metastasis.84,85

LUNG CANCER

Although surgery is the preferred treatment for early stage non-small cell lung cancer, RT provides

an important alternative for those patients who refuse surgery or cannot tolerate surgery because of

comorbid conditions.86 Early clinical trial results in the U.S., Asia and the European Union have been

promising for the use of SBRT in medically inoperable patients with early stage lung cancer, with

local control and survival rates that are comparable to those observed in surgical patients.87

A recent U.S. study is typical, showing that SBRT achieved excellent local tumor control (88% at

three years) and median survival time (32.4 months), with an overall survival rate of 42.7% at three

years.88 These results, as well as outcomes in surgically eligible patients who have undergone SBRT

treatments, have led to the launch of several studies investigating the use of SBRT for early stage

lung cancer with the idea that this treatment has the potential to become the standard of care for all

patients regardless of their surgical eligibility.89,90,91

RT is also used as adjuvant and palliative therapy for patients with more advanced lung

cancer.92 Prophylactic cranial irradiation (PCI) has proven to significantly decrease the risk of brain

metastases, and has increased survival for patients with advanced small cell lung cancer.93 In the

first year after treatment, RT reduced the risk of metastases by two-thirds, from 40.4% (95% CI

32.1-48.6) to 14.6% (8.3-20.9). RT also increased the median disease-free survival time from 12.0

weeks to 14.7 weeks, and overall survival from 5.4 months to 6.7 months. The one-year survival

rate was also significantly higher; 27.1% of the patients in the RT group were alive (19.4-35.5)

compared to 13.3% (8.1-19.9) in the untreated group. PCI also helps prevent the deterioration of

physical and psychological functioning that usually occurs with brain metastases. ASCO hailed this

as a major advance in cancer research in 2007.55

RECTAL CANCER

In the late 1980s, a number of randomized controlled trials showed improved survival among stage

II and stage III rectal cancer patients with the use of chemoradiation. These findings became the

basis for NIH’s recommendation to include chemoradiation as standard therapy for patients with

lymph-node positive or transmural rectal cancer.94 External beam and brachytherapy are also used

in an adjuvant role either pre-operatively to shrink the tumor(s) or post-operatively.95 A 2008 review

of major published studies found that a short course of pre-operative RT clearly led to lower local

recurrence rates and better survival than surgery alone.96 Not only is RT associated with better

survival, but it may also help limit treatment-related side effects for rectal cancer patients. For example,
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high dose brachytherapy has helped some patients avoid temporary or permanent colostomies.97

Although there is a greater tendency for patients to experience GI toxicity with short-course RT than

with long-course, that is likely to be offset by greater patient convenience and lower treatment costs.

OTHER CLINICAL EXAMPLES

Non-melanoma skin cancer is the most commonly occurring cancer in the U.S., with more than one

million cases diagnosed annually.98 One in five Americans and one in three Caucasians will develop

skin cancer in the course of a lifetime.99 While surgical excision is the most common treatment for

skin cancer, radiation used either as a primary treatment or post-operatively provides excellent cure

rates as well as functional and cosmetic results in patients with certain types of skin cancer.100

Bone sarcomas are a rare primary tumor. Surgery is the treatment of choice and achieves local

control rates of up to 90% for sarcomas in the extremities.101 Radiation therapy, however, is a viable

therapeutic alternative when location or other factors make it difficult to completely remove all

malignant tissue, or when the tumor is completely inoperable. Recent technological advances in RT

(intensity modulated photon, charged particle radiation techniques and SBRT) facilitate the delivery

of substantially higher radiation doses to the tumor, while limiting dose to the surrounding normal

tissue. According to researchers, “these techniques are particularly promising for lesions in

challenging axial sites where resections are often incomplete or associated with significant morbidity.”101

In very advanced stages, cancer commonly metastasizes to bone. Bone metastases cause

tremendous pain and distress to patients with terminal cancer. A Cochrane Collaborative review of

the literature indicates that RT using either external beam or radioisotopes can provide significant

pain relief to a substantial proportion of these patients.102 Specifically, with RT, one-quarter of

patients experience complete pain relief within one month, and one-third will have 50% relief after

one month. Across these studies, RT achieved at least 50% pain relief in just under half of the

patients treated. This is a particularly important benefit since available analgesic drug regimens are

often ineffective for this type of pain.

Treatment of liver metastases is another area where radiation medicine is showing tremendous

promise. A recent multi-institution study of patients with liver metastases demonstrated that SBRT

is a safe and effective treatment.103 Additional trials are needed, but these initial results suggest that

local control may reach 100% for small lesions and may remain above 90% for at least two years

following treatment.
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Crossing the Quality Chasm
These examples are only a sample of those in the recent medical literature that demonstrate the

kind of hope that RT offers to cancer patients. RT is a safe and effective tool that can be highly

tailored to meet patients’ clinical needs, extending recurrence-free survival and cure rates beyond

the limits of surgery alone, compounding the clinical benefit of chemotherapy, and offering a curative

or palliative option when a patient has no other alternatives (e.g., patients who are not sufficiently

healthy to withstand surgery or patients with metastatic pain that is unresponsive to

pharmacologic therapies).

THE ROAD AHEAD

Technological innovations stemming from an increasingly more sophisticated understanding of

basic scientific concepts have revolutionized this field and promise to continue expanding RT’s

contribution to quality cancer care. Among the most transformative advances are the development

of altered fractionated schedules, improved x-ray production and targeted delivery systems, and

sophisticated imaging and computer-based RT planning tools.

Fractionated dosing (i.e., spreading the total radiation dose into smaller doses delivered over a

period of time) increases recovery time for normal cells, and also increases opportunities to impact

malignant cells during the most vulnerable phase of their cell cycles. Initial studies of altered

fractionation suggest that it may improve cancer control rates, possibly reduce side effects and

even deliver this level of treatment in a dramatically shorter period of time.

Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is an innovative tool that allows for extremely targeted delivery of

radiation, thus maximizing dose to malignant tissue while effectively sparing normal surrounding

cells. This tool has a long history of being used very successfully for treating small intracranial

lesions, where, in most cases, a single high-dose treatment is sufficient. The development of

frameless SRS techniques has led to the use of this technique to treat tumors at locations

throughout the spine with excellent outcomes, as illustrated by the experience of over 500 cases

at the University of Pittsburgh which was described in a recent publication.104 Developments in

supporting technologies (e.g., imaging, patient positioning equipment, robotic delivery systems

allowing active correction for tumor motion) have paved the way for stereotactic body RT (SBRT),

which has demonstrated impressive outcomes for early stage lung cancers, and shows great

promise for both surgical candidates and those patients who are not good candidates for surgery.

Three-dimensional conformal RT, another transformational technology in radiation oncology,

uses advanced imaging (CT, MRI, PET) and specialized computer algorithms to customize radiation

dosing to the patient’s individual anatomy, and make real-time adjustments for even the most

minute patient or tumor movements. Intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) is a second-

generation conformal RT that delivers hundreds of tiny beams, the intensity and angle of which can
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be adjusted during a single treatment session. Similarly, advances in image-guidance are also

transforming radiation medicine; better visualization of malignant tissues is, of course, necessary for

better targeting. These advances in radiation oncology are translating directly into better care—

better clinical outcomes and greater convenience for patients.

In addition to these advances to the actual nuts and bolts of RT delivery, researchers have

embarked on a new frontier that involves gaining an understanding of the biological parameters that

will eventually allow physicians to accurately predict response to therapy and customize treatment

accordingly. Early phase work suggests that this is an avenue that deserves continued exploration.105

OUR CURRENT COORDINATES

As exciting as it is to contemplate these advances and the future that may arise from them, it is

important to understand the tangible value that RT offers today and to critically assess whether we

have sufficiently harnessed the potential of existing tools. As noted earlier in this paper, quality

cancer care is in large part defined by ensuring equitable access to timely, patient-centered

treatment options. We’ve already seen from the literature that RT does indeed offer safe and

effective treatment that enhances clinical outcomes, while also expanding patient choice since it

can be tailored around patient preferences and is conveniently provided in the outpatient setting.

With these basic pieces in place, the question becomes whether or not RT is accessible enough

to meet the quality standards for timely and equitable care. A growing body of literature suggests

that actual experience falls short of best practice guidelines and that an individual’s personal charac-

teristics such as age, race, and geographic location may play a significant role in determining what

type and quality of care he or she receives.

A comprehensive review of literature published from 1990-2001 on breast, prostate, lung, colon

and cervical cancer found racial disparities in the aggressiveness of treatment, including use of

adjuvant therapies such as RT.106

More recently, an analysis of SEER data for over 6,400 adults with primary extremity soft-tissue

sarcoma found that blacks had both lower rates of RT use (OR 0.77 (0.66-0.90) and worse survival.

(OR 0.76 (0.69-0.97), differences which were not explained by tumor characteristics or other patient

characteristics.107 Another recent study of SEER-Medicare data found racial disparities for key

cancer therapies (definitive RT therapy for prostate cancer, RT after lumpectomy for breast cancer,

adjuvant chemotherapy plus (neo)adjuvant RT for rectal cancer), with no improvement in either

overall use among Medicare enrollees or in the racial gap between 1992 and 2002.108

In addition to variations in use across different types of patients, use of RT also appears to be

below guideline-recommended levels. The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality’s (AHRQ)

quality measures for colorectal cancer address use of RT and provide an instructive example. Given

the literature, adjuvant RT (either before or after surgery) reduces the risk of disease recurrence for

patients with early stage rectal cancer and so is considered a “crucial component of quality medical
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care for rectal cancer patients.”94 After reviewing the relevant literature, AHRQ found evidence that

older patients were less likely to receive RT than young patients, women were less likely to receive

RT than men, and with the exception of care provided in the Veterans’ Administration system,

blacks were less likely to receive RT than whites. Patients with higher incomes and health insurance

were more likely to receive RT than the uninsured or those with lower incomes.

Similarly, the National Cancer Institute and National Comprehensive Cancer Network advocate

that all women diagnosed with breast cancer have access to timely, guideline-driven care.109

Despite this recommendation and the evident benefit of RT following breast cancer surgeries, there

are disparities and shortcomings in its use. One large-scale study found that nearly half of high-risk

women did not receive RT after mastectomy, with significant variation in the use of RT by age and

geographic location.35

Since a number of studies, like the previously cited SEER-Medicare study,108 have documented

variations in use of RT in breast cancer, researchers are seeking to understand what drives these

differences. One study of over 11,000 women in Florida who had undergone BCS found that the

odds of receiving post-surgical RT decreased by 3% for every 5-mile increase in the distance to the

nearest RT facility.110 In addition, privately insured women were 49% more likely to receive RT than

women who had no health insurance, and Hispanic women were 38% less likely to receive RT than

white, non-Hispanic women. Another study found travel distance to be a significant barrier for

elderly women who should have received post-mastectomy RT.111 A different study looked at the

experience of low income women and found that geographic isolation and scarcity of access to

health care specialists resulted in suboptimal use of RT following BCS.109 In addition to this research

suggesting that current care is not yet concordant with best practices, data are also accumulating

to suggest that guidelines may need to be expanded to ensure optimal care for everyone. For

example, a recent study challenges the assumption that RT need not be routinely used for elderly

breast cancer patients, suggesting that these women could receive higher quality care with greater

access to RT. This study suggests that the woman’s comorbidity profile, not age, should be the

determining factor for RT use in women 70 years older or older.112

A growing body of literature suggests that actual experience
falls short of best practice guidelines and that an individual’s
personal characteristics such as age, race, and geographic
location may play a significant role in determining what type

and quality of care he or she receives.
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RT holds a unique and unequivocal place in cancer care, with roles ranging from definitive,

curative therapy for early stage tumors to palliative care that eases the symptoms of advanced,

metastatic disease.15 Across these different roles, RT is used by more than half of all cancer patients

at some point during treatment.9 Although this heartening statistic reminds us of the great strides

we have made against cancer, scientific data also show that there are many patients who are not

receiving the benefits of RT despite expert practice guidelines suggesting that it should be part of

their standard of care.

Policymakers have an opportunity to address these inequities and to ensure that cancer care,

and particularly RT, is delivered at the best practice level. As a physician researcher at the Dana

Farber Cancer Institute and Harvard Medical School suggested:

“Additional research is urgently needed. Of the 40,000 deaths from breast cancer

each year, we know that a substantial number could be prevented if all women

had the same access to care and actually received the same care as a

prototypical white, middle-aged, married woman living in a city who has been well

educated, has social support, and does not lack health insurance. As cancer

treatment becomes more complex, more costly and more effective, the potential

for disparities will only increase. Now is the time to conduct the research that will

allow us to eliminate these disparities in the years ahead. Failure to do so will limit

our ability to take full advantage of the progress that is occurring in basic,

translational, and clinical research…The task is daunting, but it is a challenge we

simply must address.”

In this way, breast cancer is emblematic of all cancers. Much of the potential benefit of RT has not

yet been tapped, even for technologies that are already proven, currently in use, recommended in

practice guidelines and identified as specific indicators of quality care.
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